Abstract. In 1997 Clarke, Han, and Zeng introduced a q-analogue of Euler's difference table for n! using a key bijection Ψ on symmetric groups. In this paper we extend their results to the wreath product of a cyclic group with the symmetric group. By generalizing their bijection Ψ we prove the equidistribution of the triple statistics (fix, exc, fmaj) and (fix, exc, fmaf) on wreath products, where "fix", "exc", "fmaj" and "fmaf" denote the number of fixed points, the number of excedances, the flag major index and the flag maf index, respectively. As a consequence we obtain a new mahonian statistic fmaf on wreath products. Finally we show that Foata and Han's two recent transformations on the symmetric groups provide indeed a factorization of Ψ.
where [n] q is the q-integer = 1 + q + · · · + q n−1 and n! q is the q-factorial [1] q [2] q · · · [n] q for n ≥ 0. They proved that the entries g m n (q) are actually polynomials in q with non-negative integral coefficients. More essentially each polynomial g m n (q) was shown to be the generating function for a subset of the permutations of [n] := {1, 2, . . . , n} by the Mahonian statistic "maf".
In the last two decades many authors have tried to extend the enumerative results on symmetric groups to other classical reflection groups, see, for example, [1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 8, 9, 11, 6, 13] and the references cited there. In this paper, motivated by these recent works, we propose to generalize Euler's difference table (1.1) to the wreath products of cyclic groups and symmetric groups from both combinatorial and algebraic points of view.
1.1. Definitions. Let C ℓ be the ℓ-cyclic group generated by ζ = e 2iπ/ℓ and Σ ℓ,n = {ζ j i | 0 ≤ j ≤ ℓ − 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ n} be the colored set. Let G ℓ,n be the set of permutations σ of the Σ ℓ,n such that σ(ζ j i) = ζ j σ(i) for any i ∈ [n] and 0 ≤ j ≤ ℓ − 1. Thus the cardinality of G ℓ,n equals ℓ n n!. It is known that G ℓ,n is isomorphic to the wreath product C ℓ ≀ S n . If x = ζ j i ∈ Σ ℓ,n , we shall use the following notations:
x = ε x |x| and x ± 1 = ε x (|x| ± 1),
where ε x = ζ j ∈ C ℓ,n and |x| = i ∈ [n]. By ordering the elements of C ℓ as 1 > ζ > ζ 2 > · · · > ζ ℓ−1 , we can define a linear order on the alphabet Σ ℓ,n as follows:
or [(ε x 1 = ε x 1 ) and (|x 1 | < |x 2 |)].
(1.2)
For example, the elements of Σ 3,4 are ordered as follows:
1 <2 <3 <4 <1 <2 <3 <4 <1 <2 <3 <4 < 1 < 2 < 3 < 4.
Recall that i ∈ [n] is a fixed point of σ ∈ G ℓ,n if σ(i) = i. Let FIX(σ) = {i ∈ [n] | σ(i) = i} be the set of all fixed points of σ and fix σ denote the number of fixed points of σ. The colored permutation σ has a descent at i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n − 1} if σ(i) > σ(i + 1) and i is called a descent place of σ. The major index of σ, denoted by maj σ, is the sum of all the descent places of σ. Finally, if y 1 y 2 · · · y m is the word obtained by deleting the fixed points of σ, then the derangement part of σ is defined to be Der(σ) = z 1 z 2 · · · z m where z i = ε i red(|y i |) if y i = ε i |y i | and red is the increasing bijection from {|y 1 |, |y 2 |, · · · , |y m |} to [m] .
Let σ = x 1 x 2 . . . x n ∈ G ℓ,n with x 0 = x n+1 = +∞. For 0 ≤ i ≤ n, a pair (i, i + 1) of positions is the j-th slot of σ provided that x i = i, i.e., i is not a fixed point of σ and that σ has i − j fixed points f such that f < i. Clearly we can insert a fixed point into the j-th slot to obtain the permutation
where x ′ = x if |x| ≤ i and x ′ = x + 1 if |x| > i for all x ∈ Σ ℓ,n .
Note that the j-th slot is (j, j + 1) if σ is a derangement. More generally, as the number of slots of σ, j is equal to that of σ, if σ is a derangement in G ℓ,n and (i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i m ) a sequence of integers such that 0 ≤ i 1 ≤ i 2 ≤ · · · ≤ i m ≤ n, we can insert m fixed points into the derangement σ successively, and finally obtain a permutation τ in G ℓ,n+m : τ = σ, i 1 , . . . , i m = σ, i 1 , . . . , i m−1 , i m .
(1.4)
Note that Der(τ ) = σ and the fixed points of this last permutation are i 1 +1, i 2 +2, . . . , i m +m. Clearly, any τ ∈ G ℓ,m+n with m fixed points can be written as in (1.4) . We now define the main eulerian and mahonian statistics on the wreath product G ℓ,n . If σ = x 1 . . . x n ∈ G ℓ,n then the statistics exc and neg are defined by
where SIGN j (σ) = {i ∈ [n] :
The maj and maf statistics are defined by
The flag-maj fmaj and flag-maf fmaf statistic are defined by
Example. If σ = 18 3 4 62 75 9 ∈ G 4,9 , then maj σ = 1 + 5 + 7 = 13, FIX σ = {1, 3, 4, 7, 9} and τ := Der(σ) =4 312 ∈ G 4,4 . Written in the notation of (1.4) we have σ = 4 312, 0, 1, 1, 3, 4 .
It follows that maj τ = 2 and SIGN 0 (τ ) = {2}, SIGN 1 (τ ) = {1, 4}, SIGN 2 (τ ) = {3}; hence neg(τ ) = 0 × 1 + 1 × 2 + 2 × 1 = 4 and fmaj τ = 4 · 2 + 4 = 12. Finally fmaf σ = 4 ((1 − 1) + (3 − 2) + (4 − 3) + (7 − 4) + (9 − 5)) + 12 = 48.
1.2. Main theorems. Instead of n! q the new initial polynomial sequence is defined by the generating polynomials of the colored permutations with respect to the quadruple statistic (fmaj, exc, fix, neg):
The first values of the entries g m ℓ,n := g m ℓ,n (q, t, x, z) for 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ 3 and 1 ≤ n ≤ 3 are given in Appendix
In a previous paper [6] we studied several combinatorial aspects of the coefficients g m ℓ,n (1, 1, 1, 1). Since the combinatorial interpretation of g m ℓ,n (q, t, x, z) depends on a key bijection Ψ in the case of S n in [4] . We first generalize the bijection Ψ to G ℓ,n .
Theorem 1.
There is a bijection Θ : G ℓ,n → G ℓ,n such that (fmaf, Der, fix, neg)σ = (fmaj, Der, fix, neg)Θ(σ).
(1.6)
In particular
As fmaj is a mahonian statistic on G ℓ,n (see [1, 11] ), we derive immediately that "fmaf" is a mahonian statistic on G ℓ,n , i.e.
In particular we have G n ℓ,n = G ℓ,n and D ℓ,n := G 0 ℓ,n is the set of colored derangements of order n. The following is our main result about the generalized Euler's q-difference table (1.5). 9) and are related to the initial coefficients A ℓ,n (q, t, x, z) by the following formula:
where
is the q-binomial coefficient.
When t = x = z = 1 one can obtain some explicit formulas for g m ℓ,n (q, t, x, z). For brevity, let g m ℓ,n (q) := g m ℓ,n (q, 1, 1, 1). By (1.8), we derive from (1.10) the explicit formula:
In particular, the m = 0 case of (1.11) yields the following formula for the q-derangement number:
Remark. The ℓ = 1 and ℓ = 2 cases of the above identity were first obtained by Wachs [16] and Chow [5] , respectively. The two statistics fmaf and fmaj are equal on G 0 ℓ,n and are equidistributed on G n ℓ,n , but they are not equidistributed on the set G m ℓ,n for 0 < m < n. Our third main result concerns about to recent transformations of Foata and Han [7] related to the bijection Ψ. We prove that the composition of these two transformations gives indeed a factorization of Ψ on S n . Let 0 ≤ m ≤ n and let v a nonempty word of length m on the alphabet [n]. Designate by Sh(0 n−m v) the set of all shuffles of the words 0 n−m and v, that is, the set of all rearrangements of the juxtaposition product 0 n−m v, whose longest subword of non zero letters is v. Let w = x 1 . . . x n be a word in Sh(0 n−m v). For convenience, call pillar a non zero letter of w and write Pil w := v and Zero w := {i : 1 ≤ i ≤ n, x i = 0}, zero w := # Zero w, so w is completely characterized by the pair (Zero w, Pil w).
Given a permutation σ = σ(1)σ(2) . . . σ(n + m) ∈ S n+m , let (j 1 , j 2 , . . . , j m ) be the increasing sequence of the integers k such that 1 ≤ k ≤ n and σ(k) = k and "red" be the increasing bijection of {j 1 , j 2 , . . . , j m } onto [m] . The word w = x 1 x 2 . . . x n+m derived from σ by replacing each fixed point by 0 and each other letter σ(j k ) by red(σ(j k )) will be denoted by ZDer(σ). For example, if σ = 1 8 3 4 62 7 5 9 ∈ S 9 then FIX σ = {1, 3, 4, 7, 9}, Derσ = 4 3 1 2 and we have ZDer(σ) = 0 4 0 0 31 0 2 0. For each n ≥ 0 let D n be the set of all derangements of order n and S Der n be the union:
It is obvious (see [7, Proposition 1.3] ) that the map ZDer is a bijection of S n onto S Der n . Moreover Foata and Han [7] have constructed two transformations Φ and F 3 on S Der n and observed that the composition of the two transformations on S n :
has the same property as the key bijection Ψ in [4] , but they left the identifcation of these two bijections open. For convenience, we shall drop the index in F 3 in what follows, i.e., F := F 3 . Figure 1 is commutative, in other words, we have
Theorem 3. The diagram in
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we shall extend the bijection Ψ of Clarke et al. [4] to G ℓ,n and prove Theorem 1. In section 3, We prove Theorem 2 and derive some explicit formulas for g m ℓ,n (q, 1, 1). In Section 4 we shall prove Theorem 3. Finally, for the reader's convenience, we recall the bijection Ψ due to Clarke et al [4] and the two transformations Φ and F due to Foata and Han [7] in Appendix. Let m ≥ 0, n > 0, σ ∈ D ℓ,n and G ℓ (σ, m) = {τ ∈ G ℓ,n+m : Derτ = σ}. Clearly it suffices to construct a bijection Θ from G ℓ (σ, m) onto itself such that
(2.1)
is the j th slot of ν, write ℘ ν (j) = i (place of j-th slot of ν) and ℜ(i) = j, (slot rank) recall that the number of fixed point of ν on the left of i is i − ℜ(i). If i is a fixed point of ν then by convention we put ℜ(i) = ℜ(i ′ ) where i ′ is the largest non fixed point on the left of i. Set d = des ν and δ = |j − d|. Define the map χ ν :
• If j ≤ d let i be the position of the δ th descent of ν then
where h is the largest integer such that x i+1 < · · · < x h < h.
• If j > d, let i be the position of the δ th rise of ν then
where h is the smallest integer such that h > x h > · · · > x i . As x 0 = x n+k+1 = +∞, thus n + k is the last rise place of ν and 0 is the 0 th descent place, but des ν denote the number of descents places in
Example. Let σ =23 4 6 15 ∈ D 3,6 and τ = σ, 3, 4, 6, 6 then (j 1 , j 2 , j 3 , j 4 ) = (6, 6, 4, 3) . In what follows the descent letters are written in boldface.
• σ [0] = σ =234615, des σ = 3 • j 1 = 6 > 3, δ = 3, the third rise place of σ is 6, subexcedent place, h = 5 then: j
Thus Θ(τ ) = σ, 2, 3, 3, 4 .
In ordre to show that maf τ = maj Θ(τ ), we need to extend on G ℓ,n the color of slot. Concerning the previous example maj σ = 1 + 4 + 5 = 10, maf τ = 10 + 3 + 4 + 6 + 6 = 29, maj Θ(τ ) = 1 + 4 + 7 + 8 + 9 = 29. Consider a permutation ν = x 1 x 2 · · · x n ∈ G ℓ,n (x 0 = x n+1 = +∞). The j-th slot of ν is said to be green if des ν, j = des ν, red if des ν, j = des ν + 1. The color of slots of ν can be characterized as follows:
• The j-th slot (i, i + 1) of ν is green if and only if one of the following conditions is satisfied:
• The j-th slot (i, i + 1) of σ is red if and only if one of the following conditions is satisfied:
We denote by d j the number of descents of ν, j at right of its j-th slot.
Proof. Clearly, in the cases G 1 , G 2 , R 1 the value x i+1 is an non subexcedant of ν so i + 1 is not a descent place of ν, j while in the cases G 3 , R 2 and R 3 the value x i+1 is sub-excedant so i + 1 is a new descent place of ν, j .
, it corresponds to R 1 case and if i k is an subexcedent place then its j ′ k -th slot is (h − 1, h) where x h is subexcedent and x h−1 is excedent or x h−1 < x h i.e. R 2 or R 3 case thus the j
denotes the place of the δ k+1 -th rise of ] has no rise between h and i k places. It follows that the place of δ k+1 -th rise of
Since σ is a derangement then by induction on k and using Lemma 5, we have
Let ν be a colored permutation with n + 1 slot, 0 ≤ j ≤ n. It is easy to see that
. . x n+k−1 . By Lemma 4 and relation (2.6), it is sufficient to verify that
(2.8) ] then there is exactly j k descents on the right of i k . Consider the following two cases:
-i k+1 is not subexcedent place then i = i k and j
-If i k is an excedent place then i = i k , it corresponds to R 1 case and
By Lemma 6 we have maf τ = maj Θ(τ ). Let i 1 , · · · , i m be a sequence of integers such that 0 ≤ i k ≤ n for k ∈ [m] and ν ∈ D ℓ,n . Consider the words µ k generated by ν and (i k ) k as follows:
Denote by C k the color of the i k -th slot of µ k−1 . If there exists a k ∈ [m] such that C k is red, then we define l to be the largest such integer otherwise set l = 0. We say that a sequence (i 1 , · · · , i m ) is a skew decreasing sequence (s.d.s.) with respect to σ if the following conditions hold true: Proof. If i = j then the insertion of a fixed point in the i-th slot doesn't change the type
, becomes G 2 type after inserting a fixed point in the j-th slot.
By Lemma 7, for each sequence
is a skew decreasing sequence with respect to σ. Proof. Let l be the largest integer such that
and by Lemma 5 
To verify that the map Θ is bijective, we construct its inverse. For 0 ≤ j ≤ n. Let Λ j ν, j = ν and define the map λ j by
if the j-th slot of ν is green, d j + j, if the j-th slot of ν is red.
Let σ, i 1 · · · i m ∈ G ℓ (σ, m), and (j m , · · · , j 1 ) be the rearrangement in skew decreasing sequence of (i 1 , · · · , i m ). Denote by τ 0 = τ and for
Then define the reverse of Θ by Remark. When r = 1, i.e., in the the symmetric group case, the bijection Θ provides the inverse algorithm of Ψ due to Clarke et al [4] . The verification is left to the interested readers.
Proof of Theorem 2 and further explicit formulas
Let f m ℓ,n (q, t, x, z) be the right-hand side of (1.9). For each fixed n we will show by induction on m (0 ≤ m ≤ n) that {f m ℓ,n (q, t, x, z)} satisfies the recurrence relation (1.5). If m = n, then G m ℓ,n = G ℓ,n . By Theorem 3, the quadruple statistics (fix, fmaj, exc, neg) and (fix, fmaf, exc, neg) are equidistributed on G ℓ,n . Therefore f n ℓ,n (q, t, x, z) = g n ℓ,n (q, t, x, z). Now suppose that 0 ≤ m ≤ n − 1 and define
By (1.4), each permutation σ ∈ E can be written as
where i 1 , . . . , i r are the fixed points of σ arranged in increasing order (
It follows that fmaf σ = fmaf σ ′ + ℓ(n − m − 1) and exc σ ′ = exc σ. Hence
. This completes the proof of (1.9).
To derive an explicit formula for g m ℓ,n (q) we give a more general formula, which is a variant of a result in [17, Th. 3] .
Lemma 9. Let (a n,m ) 0≤m≤n be an array defined by a 0,m = x m (m = n); a n,m = z m a n−1,m+1 + y n a n−1,m (0 ≤ m ≤ n − 1).
where e i (y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y n ) is the i-th elementary symmetric polynomial of y 1 , . . . , y n .
Proof. The formula is obviously true for n = 0 and n = 1. Suppose that it is true until n − 1. Since (1 + y 1 t)(1 + y 2 t) · · · (1 + y n t) = n i=0 e i (y 1 , . . . , y n )t i , we then have a n,m = y n a n−1,m + z m a n−1,m+1 z m+j e n−k (y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y n )x m+k .
This completes the proof. Now, specializing the array (3.1) with x m = A ℓ,m (q, t, x, z), z m = 1 and y n = −xq ℓ(n−1) , then the q-binomial formula (1
Applying (3.2) we get
Shifting n by n − m and then replacing k by n − m − k yields (1.10).
Next introduce the q-ascending factorial
and the two classical q-exponential functions:
Note that by Euler's formulas we have
(1 + zq n ).
It follows that E q (−z)e q (z) = 1, which implies the so-called Gauss inversion:
Corollary 10. For n 1 we have
, exchanging the order of summation and shifting n to n + k, we have
.
As e q (u)E q (−u) = 1 we derive (3.4), while (3.5) is immediate from (1.12).
Remark. By the Gauss inversion (3.3), we derive from the m = 0 case of (1.10) that
When ℓ = 1 and ℓ = 2, Shareshian and Wachs [14] , and Foata and Han [9] have proved, respectively, the following q-exponential generating function for {A ℓ,n (q, t ℓ , x, t)}:
We notice that the above formula is not valid for ℓ = 3.
Proof of theorem 3
We proceed to show that the composition ZDer For any τ = σ, i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i m ∈ S n+m , where σ = x 1 . . . x n ∈ D n is the derangement part of τ , the word obtained by substituting the fixed points by zeros in τ is denoted by
Thus the k-th zero from left to right of ZDerτ is at the position i k + k for k ≤ m and i k counts the number of pillars at the left of the k-th zeros in ZDerτ . Consequently, writing 
We must check (5.1) and for m > 1,
which is equivalent to
Lemma 12. We have the following factorizations:
where w 1 = ∅, w 2 = ∅ and w 3 are words on non negative integers. Moreover the following properties hold true: i) zero(w 2 w 3 ) = 0, and
Notice that if r ′ = 1 then w 3 = ∅ by iii). Let w 
(4.8)
2) If r ′ = 1, then a ′ < b ′ , r = 0 and a > b. Hence
where v = w 1 w 2 and V = w 1 0w 2 . Let t 2 = des(w 2 ), t 3 = des(w 3 ) and t = des(w 2 0w It follows that I Ω ′ = (t 2 + t 3 + 1, I ω ′ ) and as a ′ < b ′ we derive that t = t 2 + t 3 + 1. Finally, if zero(w 1 ) = 0 then by (4.3)
and
As zero(V ) > 0, it follows from (4.10) and (4.11) that I Ω ′ = (t, ν + t 3 ) = (t, I ω ′ ).
4.2.
The i m -th slot of σ is red. Let k be the largest integer such that i m−k+1 = i m . Define
For k = m the relation (5.3) is equivalent to
which corresponds to (5.1) when m = 1. For k = m the relation (5.4) is equivalent to
(4.13)
Recall that σ = x 1 . . . x n . For convenience, write i m = i in what follows. We verify the equations (4.12) and (4.13) according to the excedent or subexcedent nature of x i+1 .
4.2.1.
Assume that x i+1 is excedent. This corresponds to the case (R 1 ), i.e., x i and x i+1 are both excedent and x i < x i+1 . Hence, all the zeros of ω are at the left of x i and all the zeros of ω ′ remains at the left of x i . It follows that
Besides, as the map ψ j is identity for m − k + 1 ≤ j ≤ m, we have Ω ′ = Ω. Let t = des(x i+1 · · · x n ). By Lemma 4 we have t = g i − i. If zero(w 1 ) = 0 then m = k. From (4.3) we derive (4.12) because
If zero(w 1 ) = 0, by (4.2) we have
which is precisely (4.13).
4.2.2.
Assume that x i+1 is subexcedent. We need the following result.
Lemma 13. Let h be the largest integer such that i + 1 > x i+1 > · · · > x h and ℓ the smallest integer such that x ℓ < · · · < x i+1 < i + 1 and that ω ′ does not contain zero at the right of x ℓ . Set T = des(x ℓ · · · x n ); w 3 = x h+1 · · · x n ; t ′ = des(w 3 ), then we have
)
Moreover, the following identities hold true:
i ) (r = 0 and x ℓ−1 > x ℓ ) or (r = 1 and
Then Ω ′ = V 0w 3 . We first prove (4.12). Suppose that k = m. Then r = 0, zero(w 1 x ℓ−1 ) = 0 and x ℓ−1 > x ℓ .
which is equivalent to (5.1).
, which is equivalent to (4.12).
Finally suppose that k < m and prove (4.13). There are three cases:
(a) r = 0, we have zero(w 1 ) = 0, x ℓ−1 > x ℓ and, by (4.2),
(b) r = 1 and zero(w 1 ) = 0, we have x ℓ−1 < x ℓ by (4.2)
(c) r = 1 and zero(w 1 ) = 0, by (4.3) we have
On the other hand, in any case, we have zero(V ) > 0, so, by (4.2) 
Hence, if R w = 0, i.e.,
On the other hand, if x 1 , · · · x n are positive integers, then
It follows that δ(w) = [ν, · · · , ℓ z ) . Then, we have succesively
[r] , I w 1 + 1 + t]; which corresponds to the first case of (4.2). The other cases can be proved similarly.
Proof of Lemma 12. Recall that
The last zero of ω is at the left of x i+1 so is the last zero of ω by definition of Φ −1 . So all m − 2 zeros of ω ′ are on the left of x i+1 and only the last can be on the left or on the right of x i+1 . Hence ω ′ is of the following form:
where ǫ ≥ 0, and 0 ≤ r ′ ≤ 1. Keeping in mind the definition of Φ −1 , if x i+1 is excedent (the case of G 1 or G 2 ) then we have necessarily r ′ = 0 and If x i+1 is subexcedent the case of G 3 then it is impossible for the last zero of ω ′ to be between x i and x i+1 , i.e., ǫ = 0 otherwise when one applies to ω ′ the map ψ −1 m−1 , it corresponds to the case (2) therefore the last zero of ω would be on the right of x i+1 , that is impossible. Let's consider the following three cases
• G 1 or (G 2 and ǫ > 0). Since r ′ = 0, hence ω ′ and ω are of the following forms:
In this case ψ m is the identity therefore Ω ′ = Ω and then we have
if r = 0 we have G 1 so a > b and by Lemma 4, des(w 2 ) = g i .
• (G 2 and ǫ = 0) or (G 3 and r ′ = 0). In this case, let k be the smallest integer such that x k < · · · < x i < i and ω ′ does not contain any zero on the right of x k . Thus ω
′
and Ω are of the following forms:
Since Ω ′ = ψ m ( Ω) and the map ψ m corresponds to the case (2'), we have
As des(x k · · · x i ) = 0, by Lemma 4, we have des(w 2 ) = g i .
• (G 3 and r ′ = 1). In this case, x i and x i+1 must be both excedances and x i > x i+1 . Let h be the largest integer such that i + 1 > x i+1 > · · · > x h and k the smallest integer such that k > x k > · · · > x i+1 and ω ′ contains only one zero on the right of x k . The last zero of ω ′ is the first letter on the right of x h otherwise the last zero of ω remains on the right of x i+1 (using the map φ m−1 ) absurd. Then we have
On the other hand, the last zero of ω is on the left of x i+1 , more precisely just on the left of
Now we are going to determine Ω = ψ m−1 ( Ω) and Ω ′ = ψ m ( Ω). When we apply ψ m−1
to Ω, it corresponds to the case (3') so
in the same way for ψ m so
In this situation we take r ′ = 1, r = 0 and
where des(w 2 0w 3 ) = des(w 2 w 3 ) + 1 car x h < x h+1 and by Lemma 4 des(w 2 0w 3 ) = g i .
4.5.
Proof of Lemma 13. Since i-th slot of σ is red and x i+1 is subexcedent, we are in the situation of R 2 or R 3 . Recall that all the zeros of ω are located at the left of x i so are all of
We show that the last zero of ω ′ is at the left of x i+1 . In the case of R 2 x i is excedent then all zeros of ω ′ are on the left of x i . In the case of R 3 , suppose that the last zero of ω ′ is at the right of x i+1 then by applying the reverse ψ −1 m−k = φ m−k , the last zero of ω cannot be at the left of x i because x i < x i+1 in this case absurd. In order to show (4.15) and (4.16) consider the following two cases:
Set Ω m−k = Ω and m − k < ∀j ≤ m, Ω j = ψ j (Ω j−1 ). The application of ψ j to Ω j−1 corresponds to the case (1) for all m − k < j < m because by the definition of ℓ, if r = 0 then x i > x i+1 , so we are in the case of R 2 . This means that x i is excedent.
Hence it is identity map. On the other hand ψ m coresponds to case (3') because x i+1 is subexcedent, so
Noticing that x i < x i+1 < i + 1, so x i is subexcedent and ψ j corresponds to case (2') for all m − k < j < m and ψ m corresponds to case (3'). Therefore
It remains to verify the three conditions of Lemma 13 in the above two cases. It is clear that x ℓ−1 > x ℓ if r = 0. Moreover, the two situations: r > 1 or (r = 1 and x ℓ−1 > x ℓ ), are impossible because, otherwise, when we apply φ m−k to ω ′ , it corresponds to case (2), so the last zero of ω is at the right of x i+1 because ℓ = x i+1 subexedent or ℓ < x i+1 and x ℓ < · · · x i < x i+1 < i + 1. This establishes condition (i). Besides, as des(x ℓ · · · x i+1 ) = 0 we have T = des(x i+1 · · · x n ) and by Lemma 4 we derive the condition (ii). Finally, by definition of h we have des(
. Appendix : The three transformations
We assign values to the green slots of σ from right to left, from 0 to g, and to the red slots from left to right, from g + 1 to n. Denote the value of the j-th slot by g j . (When we refer to the "largest" slot, we will mean largest in terms of j). If the j-th slot of σ is green then g j = d j otherwise g j = d j + i (see [4] ) where d j denotes the number of descents of σ, j at right of its j-th slot Let S(σ, m) denote the set of permutations in S n+m with derangement part σ ∈ D n , then Suppose that the i m -th slot of σ is red. Let k be the smallest positive integer such that 5.2. Foata-Han's first transformation Φ. Let v be a derangement of order m and w = x 1 x 2 · · · x n be a word from the shuffle class Sh(0 n−m v) (0 ≤ n ≤ m), so that v = x j 1 x j 2 · · · x jm for 1 ≤ j 1 < j 2 < · · · < j m ≤ n. Let "red" ("reduction") be the increasing bijection of {j 1 , j 2 , . . . , j m } onto the interval [ m ]. Remember that a positive letter x k of w is said to be excedent (resp. subexcedent) if and only if x k > red k (resp. x k < red k). Accordingly, a letter is non-subexcedent if it is either equal to 0 or excedent.
We define n bijections φ l (1 ≤ l ≤ n) of Sh(0 n−m v) (0 ≤ n ≤ m) onto itself in the following manner: for each l such that n − m + 1 ≤ l ≤ n let φ l (w) := w. When 1 ≤ l ≤ n − m, let x j denote the l-th letter of w, equal to 0, when w is read from left to right. Three cases are next considered (by convention, x 0 = x n+1 = +∞):
(1) x j−1 , x j+1 both non-subexcedent; (2) x j−1 non-subexcedent, x j+1 subexcedent; or x j−1 , x j+1 both subexcedent with x j−1 > x j+1 ; (3) x j−1 subexcedent, x j+1 non-subexcedent; or x j−1 , x j+1 both subexcedent with x j−1 < x j+1 . When case (1) holds, let φ l (w) := w. When case (2) holds, determine the greatest integer k ≥ j + 1 such that
It is important to note that φ l has no action on the 0's other than the l-th one. The mapping Φ is defined to be the composition product Φ := φ 1 φ 2 · · · φ n−1 φ n .
To verify that Φ is bijective, Foata and Han define a sequence of bijections ψ l , whose definitions are parallel to the definitions of the φ ′ l s. Let w = x 1 x 2 · · · x n ∈ Sh(0 n−m v) (0 ≤ n ≤ m). Accordingly, a letter is non-subexcedent if it is either equal to 0 or excedent. We define n bijections ψ l (1 ≤ l ≤ n) of Sh(0 n−m v) onto itself in the following manner: For each l such that n − m + 1 ≤ l ≤ n let ϕ l (w) = w. When 1 ≤ l ≤ n − m. let x j denote the l-th letter of w, equal to 0, when w is read from left to right. Consider the following three cases (remember x 0 = x n+1 = +∞ by convention)
(1') (x j−1 , x j+1 both non-subexcedent); (2') x j−1 subexcedent, x j+1 non-subexcedent or x j−1 , x j+1 both subexcedent with x j−1 > x j+1 (3') x j−1 non-subexcedent , x j+1 subexcedent or x j−1 , x j+1 both subexcedent with x j−1 < x j+1 When case (1') holds, let ψ l (w) := w. When case (2') holds, determine the smallest integer k ≤ j − 1 such that x k < · · · < x j−1 < red(j − 1) so that w = x 1 · · · x k−1 x k · · · x j−1 0x j+1 · · · x n and define: ψ l (w) := x 1 · · · x i−1 0x i · · · x j−1 x j+1 · · · x n . When case (3') holds, determine the greatest integer k ≥ j + 1 such that red(j + 1) > x j+1 > x j+2 > · · · > x k so that w = x 1 · · · x j−1 0x j+1 · · · x k x k+1 · · · x n and define: ψ l (w) := x 1 · · · x j−1 x j+1 · · · x k 0x k+1 · · · x n .
As shown in [7] , the product Φ −1 := ψ n ψ n−1 · · · ψ 1 is the inverse bijection of Φ.
Example. Let w = 02001430 ∈ Sh(0 4 v), where v = 2143, then 2 and 4 are excedent. In short, add one letter "0" to the left of F(w ′ a0 r ), then delete the rightmost letter "0" and add b to the right.
In case (3) remember that r = 0. Write In short, move each positive letter occurring just after a 0-factor of F(w ′ a) to the beginning of that 0-factor and add b to the right. 
